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The different approach used by Italy and other members of the European Union, to problems con-
cerning the protection of the population against electromagnetic fields, appeared during discussion
of the Recommendation Proposed by the Commission COM(98)268 DEF CNS 0167, that was then
approved by majority by the EU Council on 12 July 1999 (Recommendation n°519) (0).

The Precautionary Principle
During discussion of the Proposal, Italy, recalling the European Parliament Resolution A3-0238/94
dated 05 May 94 (1), underlined the need to base community legislation on electromagnetic fields,
on the Principle of Precaution, included in Article 130R of the Treaty of Rome.
Though the said Proposal contains a generic mention of European Parliament Resolution A3-
0238/94, the EU Council did not wish to extend this mention to the inclusion in the Recommendati-
on of a citation of the Principle of Precaution.

The then Presidency (German) maintained that the Principle of Precaution is applied only to matters
regarding the environment, while the question of exposure of the population is a health topic.
Article 129 of the Treaty of Rome refers to this topic, according to the Presidency, and a mention of
this Article was therefore inserted in the final text of the Recommendation (now Article 152.4.2 of
the Amsterdam Treaty).

Italy did not agree with the position expressed by the German Presidency, then supported by the
Commission, as to the suggested non-application of the Principle of Precaution to protection against
electromagnetic fields.

Applicability of the Principle of Precaution in questions of environmental protection constitutes an a
fortiori motive for application in questions of public health and hygiene, especially in a field such as
the protection of the population against a physical pollutant such as electromagnetic fields, that in-
teract with the persons exposed, their being in an environment where the fields are present.
More recently the Commission emanated a Communication (February 2000) suggesting that mem-
ber countries should apply the Principle of Precaution to questions of health and labour, as well as of
the environment.

Finally the World Health Organisation too, with a document (2) distributed by the Press Office on 28
March 2000 (and distorted by the Italian press), introduces a survey of "cautionary policies" adopted
by several countries and mentions the decision taken at the London Conference on Health and the
Environment in 1999, when it was established that WHO must apply the Principle of Precaution "ri-
gorously".

                                               
∗) Translation: Language Promotion, Zell am See, Austria
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Basic Limits and Reference Levels
The articulation of restrictions in basic limits and reference levels, taken from the ICNIRP guidelines
(3) was not considered appropriate by Italy, which raised two orders of questions in this regard:

1) Concerning the instrumental character of the reference levels (a presented amendment proposed
the adoption of the reference levels as exposure limits), considered as investigation levels, rather
than as levels to be observed and not exceeded;

2) Concerning the non-measurable character of basic limits and the discord between models used to
determine reference levels starting from the basic limits; remarkable was the discord between
ICNIRP and CENELEC (4) in the determination of the reference level for the magnetic field at in-
dustrial frequency; unacceptable the purely resistive (Ohm) model assumed for determination of
induced current in the human body, even for frequencies of the order of tens of kHz, for which
capacitive currents induced in tissue are not negligible (5).

3) A third order of problems was raised regarding the procedure followed by ICNIRP (and re-
proposed by the Commission) to determine the basic limits and the reference levels starting from
the threshold of observed health effects, above all as regards the basic SAR limit. It was noted
that the SAR reference limit was determined assuming the anthropometric measurements of a
normal-build adult male and normal temperature regulation capacities. This assumption would
not offer the same protection to more sensitive subjects or with limited capacity for temperature
regulation. (6)

Consequently Italy asked for all explicit references to ICNIRP to be removed, imitated in this by the
European Parliament that formulated a specific amendment to the Recommendation Proposal, within
the Resolution 10 March 1999 (7).

Considerations by the Italian Ministry of Health on the Commission Report Ac-
companying the Resolution Proposal
The two themes above mentioned:

n adoption of the Principle of Precaution

n refusal of the articulation between basic limits and reference levels

make up the main amendments proposed by Italy to the Recommendation Proposal and specifically
to Point II of this document.

These requests for alteration derive from a differing risk assessment as well as from a differing ap-
proach to risk management, based on the Principle of Precaution.
The different Italian risk assessment regards the rationale of the Community Norm that can be identi-
fied in the Commission accompanying report to the Recommendation Proposal COM(98)268 DEF
98/0166 CNS (7).

The Italian objections to the Commission's considerations in the latter document are shown in Annex
1 to the document with the Italian position on the EU Council Recommendation Proposal COM
(98)268 DEF 98/0166 CNS (6), whereas the observations on the Recommendation Proposal are
shown in Annex II to the same document. The Italian objections regard both the considerations of
risk management and of risk assessment in the Commission document. Although in the Italian docu-
ment the considerations of risk management precede those of risk assessment, here they will be
mentioned in reverse order.

Objections to the Commission Premises Concerning Risk Assessment

Italy first does not share the Commission affirmation according to which:
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"the mechanisms by which electromagnetic fields, both static and variable in time, interact directly
with living tissue, are now known". The Italian document affirms that "reality is more complex: there
are several research hypotheses, and this must be made explicit".

The Commission if therefore challenged as follows:
the erroneousness of the affirmation and of the underlying presumption according to which not only
the sanitary effects only consist of the so-called ascertained effects, i.e. thermal or short term effects
connected to current induction caused by variable magnetic fields at industrial frequency, but that
the interaction modes with tissue would be only those underlying said sanitary effects and that is:
thermal molecular movement in tissue caused by electromagnetic radiation;
circulation of current in tissue induced by variable electromagnetic fields at industrial frequency;
the omission of information on the existence of many other approaches, by many researchers, to the
explanation of the interaction mechanisms between electromagnetic fields and biological tissue.

Further, Italy notes the non-updated approach by the Commission to the theme of carcinogenesis
and the affirmation by the Commission defined as "surprising" according to which:
- it would be "extremely improbable" that an agent "non genotoxic" (as non ionising electroma-
gnetic fields are held to be by the Commission) "could have any effect on the appearance of can-
cer".

Italy observes that this affirmation "does not correspond to recent research directions in the study of
carcinogenesis and contrasts with epidemiological data; the mechanism of carcinogenic agents inclu-
des both genetic and epigenetic processes; carcinogenesis is a multi-factor phenomenon and the
many mechanisms involved are not mutually exclusive, but together contribute to neo-plastic pro-
gression".

Last, Italy challenges the concluding affirmations by the Commission according to which:

"epidemiological data appear insufficient to allow recommendation of a limit of exposure" and "data
are insufficient to provide a basis for the definition of exposure standards"

signalling the contrast between these statements and the recognition, contained in the same Com-
mission document, of "scientific studies that attest a risk increase for certain cancer types, such as
leukaemia, tumours in nervous tissue and though in limited measure, breast cancer, among those
working in the electricity sector" as well as by the reference, even though cited only, to "epidemio-
logical data on the risk of cancer following exposure to extremely low frequency fields (ELF) among
persons living near high voltage transmission lines".

Italy observes that with such premises it would be more appropriate to conclude as concludes NIEHS
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, USA): "very low frequency electric and magne-
tic fields are to be considered as possible carcinogens in man"
And further "the classification of electric and magnetic fields at 50/60 Hz as possible carcinogens is a
cautionary decision regarding public health, based on limited evidence of increased risk of infantile
leukaemia in relation to residential exposure and of an increased incidence of chronic lymphoid leu-
kaemia associated with exposure under working conditions" (9).

the effects of radio frequencies and microwaves, considered by the Commission, are only those of
heating.

Possible long-term effects and scientific work showing these effects are ignored (10). The specific
individual response is ignored, to heat load produced by electromagnetic radiation, in particular for
those dependent on drugs or alcohol (6).
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Objections to the Premises of the Commission Concerning Risk Management
The affirmation is challenged according to which:

in the absence of certainties on an environmental risk factor, the only thing to be done is research.

Italy proposes an approach to risk management that considers:
"even partial results, accepting the margin of uncertainty and privileging reproducibility of data over
the understanding of underlying biological mechanisms:" the Principle of Precaution "enters into the
definition of evidence adequate to operate choices; the existence of margins of uncertainty is not
denied, but is taken account of rendering explicit the fact that in defining standards a cautious positi-
on is being taken. In an approach of this type, there is an attempt to overcome situations in which
uncertainty is denied by those who wish in any case to act and is amplified by those who have an
interest in delaying action. In a community in which there is suspicion of damage to health caused by
environmental exposure, the relationship of trust with experts may be interrupted if uncertainty is
invoked to justify the lack of preventive action. In the field of the environment, situations in which
scientific data are insufficient to support a final conclusion are the rule rather than the exception, but
despite this, a decision must be taken" (6).
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